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WF- inventory is a high level cloud base application 

which is mainly focusing on the small and medium 

enterprises in order to make them ready to market 

and be prepared for facing the competition, by 

centralising all activities that generally constitutes 

managing inventory, monitoring the sales and 

purchase involved, receipts and payments, customer 

management etc. We are pledged to provide the 

best possible way to handle the operations with ease 

and convenient manner aligning with the latest and 

prominent technology to figure out the place where 

the organisations stands in the terms of profit and 

customer satisfaction. At the end of the day all it 

matters is the value that the company

provides to the customer in the terms of product and 

service, we keep hands with you to achieve that.

Define beyond your possibilities 

Develop beyond your capabilities 

Create beyond your ingenuity And 

Prosper beyond your profitability
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Product Approach

We respect our customers and constantly working to get the best and valuable product to them. Under-

standing their business requirements and developing strategies thereby implementing to the product to 

make it more ally with the standard operating procedures. Company operations and process will be different 

that’s why we tends to be dynamic in nature to customise and align accordingly. We co-create to bring out 

the best possible outcome.

Cloud base architecture for centralized access and control

We believe in co creating with our users for developing mature product

Phase wise approaching for releasing the functionalities considering the user requirements.
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High-Level Features
Inventory is being created by proper analysing of domain by connecting with experts and testing with com-

panies itself to make it more structured and operative with zero level defects. We understand the needs and 

from that conclusive product been developed.

Dashboard gives you the whole 

statitics about sales, purchases, un 

authorized entries, Top product 

having high sales volume

Dashboard

Maters is the field where the user can 

create one or more company, branches, 

customers, suppliers, Tax, bank and 

bank accounts and other prominent 

functions that a business have.

Masters
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Sales is the field where all the transac-

tions related to sales like sales invoice, 

sales orders, sales return, sales payment 

and receipt for capturing point by point 

sales data of an organization

Sales

Purchase fields consititues of purchase 

order, invoice, purchase payment and 

receipt, return for anyalysing proper 

purchase related tasks.

Purchase

Finance field mostly deals with the facts 

and figures regarding the financial 

operations like bank payment, receipt, 

reconicilation and other receipts and 

payments involved in sales and purcha-

se operations.

Finance
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Product field is the area where showcase 

the salient features and info of the 

products involved where the company 

can create the product profile included 

the rate and unit settings of the product, 

setting up the product varients and unit 

mapping for providing consolidated 

details about it.

Product Profile

Our software generate MIS reports 

based on all the areas of operations for 

better decesion making. Key reports 

includes balance sheet . profit and loss 

, ledgers , outstading details reports.

Reports
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